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DAY ONE: 26th NOVEMBER 2013 

TOPIC: MACRO ECONOMY 

MODERATOR: ABDUL MOOMEN 

In attendance:  

Government of Ghana Representatives: 

Finance Minister - Seth Terkper,  

Deputy Finance Minister - Ato Forson,  

Information Minister - Mahama Ayariga,  

Chairman, Parliamentary Finance Committee - Hon. James Klutse Avedzi,  

Civil Society Representatives: 

Dr. William Baah-Boateng (Economist, Economic Department, University of Ghana) 

John Gatsi (Economics Lecturer, University Cape Coast Business School)   

 

The President of Institute of Economic and Financial 

Journalists (IFEJ), Lloyd Evans opened the discussions with a 

brief statement on the importance of breaking down the 

language of the budget to the understanding of all 

Ghanaians whether educated or not.  

Giving an overview of the growth and challenges of the 

macro economy the guest of honour the Finance Minister, 

Hon. Seth Terkper asserts that the 2014 budget was not 

only transformational but also aligned to promote development. According to him Ghana is a middle 

income country and that the rapid growth of the economy in the last few years was a result of the sale 

of crude oil. This he said was likely to move the country from its lower middle income status to higher 

middle income. This new status has affected the terms of borrowing from the World Bank Group. 

Currently, the borrowing rate from the bank is now 1.50% interest for 25 years as against 0.75% interest 

for 40 years. 

 

To keep up with the pace the minister further stated that government was currently seeking to 

introduce some reforms to help the country move to the high middle income level.  

Picture 1: A Cross section of participants listening as 
Hon. Seth Terpker gives an overview on the macro 
economy 
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The economy is currently facing two key challenges. These are debt servicing and the public sector wage 

bill. The Ghana Revenue Authority brings in a proportion of revenue but most go  to pay salaries and  

wages of public and civil servants. 

To address these challenges the government under the 2014 budget has adopted the re-alignment 

strategy under the ongoing Public Financial Management (PFM) initiatives where the emphasis will be 

on the effective use of the oil revenue. 

On the issue of debt management, the minister stated  that the country borrows to do a lot of strategic 

national projects including roads. To him borrowing to do long-term investments was not bad. Projects 

such as the gas project, Bui dam are all examples and the most important aspect is that these projects 

will pay back. Over the years governments have had to borrow for some major development projects 

such as the construction of the Akosombo Dam (which would have taken the country probably 40 years 

if it had to rely on internally generated funds to complete the dam), and the Tema Harbour among 

others.  

Addressing these two key challenges have been the main focus of the government to which the main 

strategy includes refinancing and extending the tenure of loans and bonds for financing the capital 

budget and implementing recovery schemes. So far the ministry has had series of discussions with Fitch 

on the rational for these strategies in addressing the country’s debt management. 

On the issue of corruption, the minister a lot of systems have been put in place to reduce the level of 

corruption in the country. This includes the enactment of legislations such as the Whistle Blower’s Act, 

the Ghana Integrated Financial Management Information Systems (GIFMIS - 2010) project, the financial 

accounting and payroll upgrade, human resource management at the various government institutions, 

modernization and fiscal decentralization of the Ghana Revenue Authority among others.   

The minister said the new approach adopted by the ministry for the budget for the 2014 fiscal year - 

Programme Based Budget instead of the Activity Based Budgeting was to move from inputs and 

activities of projects to service delivery and results.  

In clear details the minister said that the problem of waste in the payroll system was mainly associated 

with process by which projects were implemented, tracked, monitored and evaluated. To address this, 

government intends to fast-track the payroll improvement under the GIFMIS reforms to eliminate waste 

and abuse. The GIFMIS will ensure payroll management and proper financial accounting. It will also help 

the country do better tracking in a manner which is manually impossible. 

Sharing his optimism about the general growth of the economy, Mr. Terkper was of the view that in 

spite of the eight months of economic slowdown as a result of power fluctuation as well as the eight 
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month long election petition and the slump in gold and cocoa prices, Ghana’s economy grew between   

7% and 8%. Thus, the country’s prospects for the medium-term status are bright. He cautioned that 

although achieving single digit inflation was ideal, too much focus on achieving single digit at the 

expense of reforms and initiating bold programs for development would not be good for our economy. 

Mr. Tekper concludes that government’s commitment to enhancing the resilience of the economy 

against risks and to promote accelerated growth and development is shown by pursuing prudent 

macroeconomic and financial measures to reduce the growth of public debt and support 

macroeconomic stability.  

Dr. William Baah Boateng an economist at the Economic Department of the University of Ghana reacting 

to some of the issues raised by the finance minister was of the view that economic transformation span 

from middle to long-term. According to him, there is the need to look at the budget from a technical 

perspective based on economic principle to erase the 

misconception regarding whether it is transformational or 

not. 

He revealed that the rebasing of the economy had brought us 

to the lower-middle income and as a result our agricultural 

productivity has reduced. As of now agriculture is no longer 

the backbone of Ghana’s economy. Services have taken over. 

This he said calls for government to look at the sector 

critically. 

To him, achieving the medium-term national development 

priorities would require a bold effort at doing things 

differently, and leveraging the benefits of efficiency-driven economy for the longer term socio-economic 

development of the country to create sustainable employment options and enhance productivity. 

On deficit, Dr. Baah-Boateng commended government effort at reducing it from the previous 12% to 

about 8% and further explained that there was a link between deficit and a Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP), noting that it is not surprising that government under the 2014 budget   tried to raise revenue to 

manage its expenditure. But for government to realize its revenue target there is the need to take a 

critical look at exemption clause in revenue collection. He therefore suggested that to check  the abuse 

and ensure proper monitoring of revenues, goods that fall under the exemption clause should be fully 

taxed and later tax refunded when proven to require exemption. He commended government for 

stepping up the collection of rent tax and road tolls.  

Picture 2 Dr. Baah-Boateng explaining a point about 
fiscal discipline 
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Mr. John Gatsi believes the 2014 budget has an element of vision. To him the country have moved from 

agriculture based economy to services and though the sector was doing well, it lacks sustainability as the 

current situation was all about restaurants. He advised that, government expand its focus on other 

sectors such as telecommunication, transportation and agriculture which were more sustainable 

ventures but require more, capital and financial intermediation. 

According to him, it is important to identify these critical elements of the economy which should be 

inculcated into the medium-term plan to ensure the country’s readiness for transformation. 

On tax Mr. Gatsi  said that Ghana’s tax revenue to GDP was about 16 to 17% even lower than the West 

African target. He expressed that the introduction of electronic platform to collect taxes would help 

create sanity in the venture. Explaining further, he said that in 2008, South Africa faced similar revenue 

collection challenges but introduced the electronic platform to remove the human intervention. By the 

end of 2012 only 1.8% (from about 21%) South Africans file their taxes directly with the tax office. Now 

about 65%  filed electronically whiles 33% are paid directly to 

banks leading to about 25% increase in tax revenue to GDP. The 

effect was that the human face in revenue mobilization had 

reduced drastically. 

 Mr. Gatsi called for strategic expansion in infrastructure 

especially for the oil and gas sector, roads, ports and special 

development zones to trigger a rejuvenation of the productive 

sectors thus creating linkages to other sectors such as 

agricultural modernization, enhance transparency, 

decentralized and accountable governance. 

Contributing to the discussion Hon. James Klutse Avedzi (chairman of parliamentary finance committee) 

described the budget as a bold initiative that have the potential of moving the country forward. He 

explained that the 3% VAT increase, which government intend to put into the infrastructure fund would 

not only help tackle the challenges in the country but also create jobs during construction of houses, 

roads and many other social infrastructures. 

In addition, the Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) fund will also stimulate growth. He cited Zambia 

which has a population of 11 million but employs 114,000 government staff and compared it to Ghana 

with a population of 25 million people and yet has over 600,000 government employees. He hinted that, 

government would review the tax exemption regime and though it was government that often benefits 

Picture 3:  A cross section of participants listening 
attentively at one of the presentations 
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from the exemption through loans to fund infrastructure and imported equipment it was critical to 

address the leakages associated with taxation.  

Reacting to the issue on agriculture, Hon. Ato Forson, a deputy finance minister revealed that 

government intends to create stimulus for poultry farming and exportation of agricultural products. 

Responding to a question asked by Mr. Samuel Ablorddepey (a journalist from Daily Graphic) on how 

much government is expecting from the VAT increment, Hon. Forson, first debunked that the 2014 

budget was saddled with numerous tax imposition. He said, rather measures have been put in place to 

ensure total tax efficiency and discipline. On the government expectation from the tax increment Hon. 

Forson revealed that an amount of GH₵470 million was expected from taxes. This he said would be 

dedicated to ongoing infrastructure development initiatives under the proposed Infrastructure Fund. In 

addition the fund would have its own quasi fiscal institution to manage the fund and this is expected to 

generate some $1.5 billion annually. He concludes that this proposal will go a long way to support 

budget re-alignment to favour capital expenditures, assets, and the allocation would be made annually 

to the capital budget through appropriation. In addition the fund will be bond-written and will partner 

with the public sector on commercial basis. 

Hon. Mahama Ayariga (Minister of Information and Media Relations), revealed that, a World Bank study 

had showed that in Ghana 30-40% of budget was spent on education and out of this, about 90%  was 

used to pay salaries of teachers despite the fact that about 40% of these teachers were always absent in 

the classrooms. On corruption, the minister urged all to think broadly about the phenomenon and avoid 

politicizing it.  

Hon. Collins Dauda (Minister for Works and Housing) expressed his disappointment about the frequent 

labour unrest in the quest for salary increases in the country. This, according to him, compels 

government to stop some projects and channel the money into paying salaries thereby drawing Ghana 

backwards in terms of infrastructure development. 
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Day Two: 27th November 2013 

Topic: Education and Health 

Moderator: Emmanuel Aboagye Wiafe 

In Attendance:  

Professor Naana Jane Opoku Agyemang - Minister Of Education 

Hon. Sherry Ayittey - Minister of Health 

Hon. Mahama Ayariga - Minister of Information and Media Relations 

CSOs: 

Mrs. Philomina Johnson - Institute of Fiscal Policy,  

Professor Agyemang Badu Akorsa – (former Director General - Ghana Health Service)  

 

Mrs. Johnson commenced the discussion with an impression about the 2014 budget for the education 

sector. According to her going through the budget it was 

evidenced government allocation for the sector increased 

from GH₵44 billion (34%) in 2013 to GH₵58 billion in 2014.    

A further analysis of the budget indicated that assets for the 

sector in the 2014 budget had been the same over the last 

five years. In 2012, the total assets were 22.5% of the 

allocation but this year, it has dropped drastically to 4.7%. 

Since infrastructure in the sector depends on the allocation 

of assets the seemingly low provision made this year will 

definitely affect educational infrastructure. 

 

Giving an overview of the activities of the education ministry in the past year, Professor Naana Jane 

Opoku Agyeman (Minister of Education), revealed that, statistics show that Ghana has 52,710 schools 

and eight million students representing; 3,305 public Kindergartens and 5,972 private kindergartens; 

19,854 public primary schools and 14,000 private schools; 8,800 public Junior High Schools (JHS) and 

3,600 private JHS; 585 public Senior High Schools and 235 private SHS; 9 public universities and 66 

private universities. 

According to her, the ministry’s unannounced visits to various schools have revealed a lot of issues in 

the sector. Some of which are excess staff of 15,490 in the urban areas and a teacher shortage of 13,400 

Picture 4 Hon. Sherry Ayittey (Min. of Health), Prof. 
Akorsa, Mrs. Johnson, Prof. Naana Jane Opoku-
Aygemang (Min. of Edu.) & Hon. Mahama Ayariga (Min. 
of Info.) 
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in the rural areas, increasing teacher absenteeism which had a serious implication on service delivery 

especially at the basic level. 

To address the personnel shortages in the sector the ministry is looking at employing about 80,000 

national service personnel of which 63% would be deployed to various schools in the rural areas. In 

addition teacher’s payroll will be cleaned of ghost names to further complement the already 2,900 ghost 

teachers that have been removed. Other measures are rationalization of teacher recruitment methods, 

transfer of teachers from over staffed urban areas to deprived areas, scrapping of teacher trainee 

allowance, enforcement of a policy on zero tolerance for teacher absenteeism, rationalization of all 

school fees of which a circular has been issued on approved fees to be charged, best teacher award 

scheme reviewed by awarding schools, improvement in access to students loan and the national 

standard exams for basic schools are some of the measures the ministry is taking to improve quality of 

education in the country. 

The minister further revealed that the national inspectorate 

board has distributed 10,000 booklets of quality indicators 

across the country to sensitize head teachers on revised 

school performance evaluation tools. In addition, school 

grants under the Ghana partnership for education were 

distributed to 57 district education offices and 6,600 basic 

schools in deprived areas to improve access, as well as 

quality, equity and management of education. 

With regard to second cycle education, the minister hinted 

that, the ministry has plans to increase access to secondary education from 770,925 to 786,344 in the 

urban areas and from 32,833 to 33,490 in the rural areas. In support of this the construction of 200 

community day SHS in 2014 is on course out of which 50 have commenced.  

On curriculum content to include areas such as oil and gas studies from the basic level, the minister 

explained that oil and gas is not a discipline but falls under science programmes.  However many 

children are not getting access to study mathematics and science. 

 

Concluding the discussion on education Mrs. Johnson emphasized the challenges of about 96% of 

education budget going to teachers’ compensation. She expressed worry about the entire government 

budget allocation to the sector to which donor contribution is 4%, and Internally Generated Fund (IGF) is 

Picture 5 , Prof. Naana Jane Opoku-Aygemang.  (Hon. 
Edu Min), her deputy Hon. Ablakwa & officials of the 
min. in discussions after the session 
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16%, a situation which could pose a challenge with the provision of service delivery. To address this Mrs. 

Johnson advised that apart from providing lavatories to reduce the increasing girl dropout rate in 

schools, teacher motivation and career improvement for teachers are important to quality education 

delivery. 

On the health sector Professor Agyeman Badu Akorsa commenced the discussion by laying emphasis on 

the importance of the Community Health Planning and Services (CHPS) system for health delivery in 

Ghana. However there is the need for full-scale roll out of the CHPS since only 19 out of 4000 

compounds were completed last year. Professor Akorsa asserts that for government to improve 

equitable access to healthcare in the country it will have to extent the CHPS programme to about 6,000. 

On nutrition Professor Akorsa revealed that about 40.6% of Ghanaian children are not getting adequate 

nutrition and this is affecting their intelligence and capacity to learn and be innovative. In addition the 

issue of sub-standard drugs in the country is causing more health problems than improving it.  

According to Professor Akorsa there is gross deficit in the heath sector since remunerations and student 

allowances take a huge chunk of the annual budget allocation for the sector. To him, apart from putting 

feasible and sustainable measures in place to address the issue of ghost names government should also 

consider abolishing nursing training allowances and rather refer student to available student loan 

facilities in the country. 

Suggesting solutions to address the challenges in the health sector Professor Akorsa calls for  due 

diligence on drugs importation; government support to local drug manufacturers to produce more 

locally manufactured drugs; the need for government pay more attention on MDGs 4, 5 and 6 to help 

eliminate child and maternal death; and attention given to sanitation, prevention of tuberculosis, 

transport and facilities to cater for patients and health personnel in the budget. 

 

Speaking to issues raised in the discussion Ms. Sherry Ayittey, the Minister for Health, highlighted the 

ministry’s commitment in strengthening the sector through series of programs such as increasing CHPS 

to 2,000 by the end of 2014; improving monitoring and supervision in health delivery through the 

implementation of the digital e-Heath solution project; replacement of obsolete equipment in selected 

facilities, upgrading teaching hospitals and other polyclinics and revamping of the NHIS. She further 

echoed the executive’s commitment to contribute 10% of their pay checks to expand the CHPS project.  

She revealed that the ministry currently is undertaking the construction of 3 out of 6 nursing and 

midwifery training colleges facilities promised by the government in Goaso, Cape Coast, Agogo, Pantang, 

Hohoe and Wa, and rehabilitating some selected nurses and midwifery colleges as well. In addition the 
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ministry is looking to support research institutes and local drug manufacturers by establishing the 

Traditional Medicine Practice Council special enforcement agency to get rid of charlatans in the country. 

On nutrition the ministry is in the process of implementing the national nutrition policy targeted at 

children, adolescents and the aged, and also achieving the MDG goal 4 in reducing child mortality with 

the scale up of the CHPS interventions and expand program for immunization. Also MDGs 5 in improving 

maternal health with the intervention of standard drugs and; Goal 6 in combating HIV/AIDS, and other 

diseases through the intervention of mass immunization campaigns. 
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DAY THREE: 28th NOVEMBER 2013 

TOPIC: ENERGY/ROADS INFRASTRUCTURE 

MODERATOR: EMMANUEL ABOAGYE WIAFE 

In Attendance:  

Hon. Hamid Amidu Sulemana - Minister for Roads & Highways,  

Hon. Agyei Mensah-Deputy Minister for Roads & Highways  

Mr. John Jinapor - Deputy Minister for Energy,  

Mr. Kweku Rickitts-Hagan - Deputy Finance Minister  

Hon. Mahama Ayariga - Minister for Information 

CSOs: 

Mr. Frank Tackie - The Consortium of Engineers, Planners & Architects,  

Dr. Desmond Boye – Ghana Institute of Engineers,  

Dr. Charles Wereko-Brobbey - Energy Expert,  

 

Mr. Tackie commenced the discussion by calling for a special national plan to guide and assist 

decongestion on our roads. According to him crowded taxis and unauthorized vehicles, kiosks and 

containers on our roadsides take away the beauty of a world class roads build with huge sums of money. 

He point out that there is no plan in the budget that addresses road encroachment. He added that, 

monies used to compensate persons that are affected by road expansion must rather be used to address 

the issue of decongestion. 

Mr. Tackie was skeptical about the exclusion of the first ever regional station plant for Western Region, 

the Greater Accra master plan which was implemented in 1991, delay in the bridge development 

program for pedestrian bridges to improve road safety on new and existing roads, non-termination of 

non-performing projects in both the road fund and government budget. 

He however calls for the need for a definite policy that includes Ghanaian contractors in roads 

construction to local manufacturers.  

On housing Mr. Tackie emphasized the need to focus on affordable housing to address the housing 

deficit in order to meet the demands of Ghanaians. 

Dr. Desmond Boye, of the Institution of Engineers pointed out three main issues for consideration by the 

ministry. These are safe site for refuse dump, operational flood forecasting and, national housing policy. 

He drew attention to the fact that the housing deficit can partly be addresses by old estates under 

renovation though excluded in the budget. In addition he laid emphasis on the need to develop taste for 
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local materials and encouraged local manufacturers, engineers and contractors to deeply get involved in 

these projects. 

Dr. Boye entreated the ministry to prioritize expenditure on infrastructure; implement projects 

according to plan; establish local construction industry and inaugurate national construction board to 

regulate all key members within the industry in order not to lose well-minded contractors to other 

countries; timely payment of projects and for speedy inauguration of an engineering council. 

 

Responding to issues raised by the first two speakers the sector minister Hon. Hamid Amidu Sulemana 

attributed the major challenges in the sector to inadequate budgetary funding. He asserted that 

currently the ministry is looking at partnering with the private sector to finance road projects and 

payments of compensation to project affected persons. On the congestion on our roads Hon. Sulemana 

explained that the urban transport project which will deliver a bus priority route between Amasaman- 

Accra by end of 2014 along with corresponding bus services 

will be delivered in conjunction with the Ministry of Local 

Government and rural Development. 

To improve road safety on new and existing roads, pedestrian 

bridges planned for various locations which will be completed 

in 2014. 

Also the ministry is currently in the process of rolling out 

electronic tolling systems to replace manual toll collection. 

This is to improve revenue generation and maintenance of 

roads to protect the huge investment made by government in 

provision of the road infrastructure. 

In conclusion the minister expressed worry about the low level delivery capacity of local contractors as 

well as some foreign contractors which is  affecting the early completion of road projects and gave the 

assurance that the ministry is laying out measures to address these challenges. 

Discussing the 2014 budget on energy, Dr. Charles Wereko-Brobbey pointed out that a critical 

examination of the budget clearly shows a disconnection between priority and mode of implementation 

for the sector and called for a relation of projects with game plans.  

According to Dr. Wereko-Brobbey it is beneficial for government to invest more in the gas sector 

because of its potential positive impact on electricity and competitiveness. Thus it will be prudent for 

government to place a clear priority on satisfying the power sector with the demand for gas before 

Picture 6 Day 3 On the dais, Hon. John Jinapor (Dep. 
Min. of Energy), Dr.  Boye (Eng.), Dr. Wereko- 
Brobbey, Mr. Frank Tackie, Hon. Hamid Amidu 
Sulemana (Min. of Roads/ Highways) & his deputy 
Hon. Agyei Mensah & Hon. Rickitts- Hagan (Dep. 
Finance Minister) 
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considering expanding supply to petrochemical projects. This he asserts is as a result of the power sector 

lacking adequate and secure volume of reasonably priced fuel for power generation. 

In addition inadequate public funds to finance the sector’s investment requirements are another major 

challenge. And these challenges are exacerbated by poor policies, poor practices both technical and 

financial of the Electricity Company of Ghana (ECG) and Volta River Authority (VRA). He further revealed 

that Ghana would need about $2billion in the next ten years to make up for the investment deficits and 

upgrade its power sector infrastructure. The energy sector must upgrade its generation and 

transmission in a synchronized manner. 

Responding to issues raise in the sector the deputy Energy Minister Mr. John Jinapor revealed that the 

ECG and NED have installed 70,000 split-prepaid meters to replace credit meters within ECG’s system. A 

new bulk supply point at Tema has been constructed to regulate the process. In addition the ministry is 

also working towards the 10% power generation from renewable sources. 
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DAY FOUR: 29th NOVEMBER 2013 

TOPIC: AGRICULTURE/ TRADE AND INDUSTRY 

MODERATOR: ABDUL MOOMEN 

Attendance:  

Hon. Ahmed Yakubu Alhassan - Deputy Minister for Agriculture,  

Hon. Haruna Iddrisu - Minister for Trade & Industry 

Hon. Mahama Ayariga - Minister for Information and Media Relations 

Mr. Philip Abayori - Chairman of Fishermen & Farmers Winners Assoc.,  

Mr. Daniel Sarfo - Horticulturist,  

Mr. Yaw Adu Larbi – Trade Policy Analyst,  

 

 

 

Commencing the discussion with agriculture Mr. Philip Abayori, said that the agriculture sector was 

gradually declining as a result of lack of budget allocation for Farmer Based Organizations (FBO). 

According to him a scrutiny of the budget revealed that irrigation, agriculture modernization and 

resource management has been given little attention despite the disparity in the rainfall pattern. He 

stressed the need for new irrigation projects to be initiated along-side the rehabilitated of old ones and 

call on government to extend irrigation throughout the country. On livestock Mr. Abayori expressed the 

need to see quantum budget allocation into livestock investment. In addition the only 100 tractors 

earmarked for distribution to farmers in the budget will eventually be distributed to only vegetable 

farmers.  

Mr. Daniel Sarfo said that food security for the country can only be achieved through modernized 

agriculture. According to him not only does the country need a blend of fertilizer that will suit our soil 

but also farmers must be encouraged to produce more organic food. Currently the country has no policy 

protecting the production of organic food; not even for cocoa. In comparison Mr. Safo revealed that 

Picture 7 Day 4: Hon. Haruna Iddrissu (Min. of Trade & colleagues) 
addressing questions posed by viewers via text messages 
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Costa Rica now produces organic cocoa and the value is about 400% of Ghana’s cocoa. Despite the fact 

that Ghana exports close to one million tons of cocoa annually, the turnover i 

s not even up to $2billion. To him this can drastically change if cocoa farmers in the country could be 

encouraged to produce at least 10% cocoa organically. 

Mr. Safo further explained that Nigeria put a ten year ban on 40 agriculture produces including fruit 

juice from Ghana to revamp their agricultural sector and Ghana can also do same to protect the sector. 

He gave examples that Ghana can process rice into noodles to help the country feed itself when there is 

a natural disaster. In addition Ghana is number one in yam exportation worldwide but loses about 1.5m 

metric tons to post harvest challenges although yams can be processed into flour and yam chips to help 

the industry. Finally he called for transformation in the production of raw materials to finished good and 

for the country to move from raw material consumption to production of finish products in order to 

meet our demands attracting both local industrialists and foreign investors to the sector. 

 

Hon. Ahmed Yakubu Alhassan, the deputy Agriculture Minister in-charge of aqua-culture, admitted that 

the totality of the country’s agriculture is dependent on natural need, thus need to build strong 

infrastructure to support the sector in the area of irrigation to which a few in Dawa, Ave Afiadenyigba, 

Tono, Dawhenya among others have been captured in the budget. According to him, the private sector 

has been supportive in irrigation projects and that out of 30,000 irrigation project across the country, 

government owns only 3%. He hinted that, Wienco is in the process of developing 50,000 hectare of 

irrigation in the Northern region. 

The minister further revealed that although the agriculture sector lacks rice harvesters, planters, 

tractors and other farming equipment the ministry aims at providing about 15,000 tractors by 2015. In 

addition there is also a national fertilizer policy to distribute fertilizer to farmers at a subsidized price to 

increased production of crops including selected cash crops.  

For the poultry industry, government will initiate interventions aimed at reducing poultry products 

imports by 12% by the end of 2013. The overall objective is to meet 45% of our local poultry meat 

requirement by 2016 which can create over 50,000 direct jobs and 100,000 indirect jobs for the youth. 

Under the livestock and poultry initiative, a total of 2,500 guinea fowls and 5,000 broiler day and chicks 

will be procured. These will be treated and reared into breed stock. In 2014, this program will continue 

to improve the production of some selected crops and livestock in the country. Finally the minister 

assured Ghanaians that the plant breeder’s bill currently before parliament is not an attempt to 

introduce GMOs. 
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Discussions on trade and industry commenced with the Hon. Haruna Iddrisu, Minister for Trade and 

Industry describing the 2014 budget as transformational through which standardization and conformity 

in the trade sector is to be ensured. Giving an overview of measures government has put in place in the 

form of incentives such as export bonus facility to boost non-traditional exports. According to him there 

is concessionary financing for small holder farmer groups and Agro processors under a zero percent 

interest credit facility from the Export Development and Agriculture Investment Fund (EDAIF) to enable 

them expand their capacities. The minister revealed that, government was engaging Turkey to help 

provide tractors with a condition to have an assembly plant in Ghana. In addition here is a directive 

which limits printings of scratch cards, exercise books among others to Ghanaians as a way of creating 

jobs. 

The minister further revealed that his ministry was investigating the importation of cheap cement and 

would soon take a decision on it. In addition government has earmarked $100,000 to support any 

Ghanaian (one from each region) who wants to go into export 

only. For other food importation such as rice the ministry is 

considering limiting rice imports through only Kotoka 

International Airport (KIA), Tema and Takoradi ports to check 

leakages. Nigeria uses its own wheat to produce bread and 

Ghana can do same. 

On standardization the minister revealed that Ghana has 

signed an agreement with South Africa to collaborate on 

standards. This will be visible with the introduction of mobile 

scanners at the various ports of entry to reduce delay and demurrage.   

In conclusion Hon. Iddrissu commended efforts at steps being taken to involve private sector to be 

influential in the economy. He commended IFEJ for putting this programme together and said 

government has put together budgetary allocation to address all the teething problems the economy 

was facing and we all have a critical role to play to achieve what the budget targets to do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 8: Hon. Yakubu Alhassah (Dep. Min. of Agric) 
& Mr. Abayori (Agric expert) explaining a point 
about GMOs 
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Program Review with MoFEP 

This year’s IFEJ collaborated with the finance and information ministry for the budget advocacy 

program. The engagement was fruitful and beneficial for all. In a meeting to deliberate on the event on 

challenges encountered and the way forward for further engagement, IFEJ project management team 

met with their counterpart from the finance ministry and came out with the following issues. 

 

Venue: the AICC was not ideal as attendance of one of the target groups (parliamentarians) was poor. 

However participation of the general public was phenomenal. It was agreed that the next event should 

take place at the Speakers Conference Room at Parliament. 

Format/Style: The initial idea was to engage with technocrats from the various sector ministries, 

however the minister showed up for the discussion making it impossible for the technocrats to 

contribute. It was however agreed that the participation of the ministers was not bad since the platform 

was not used to discuss political issues. Also with them been the policy makers, their interaction with 

the general public to answer direct questions was good. 

Coordination: Coordination from the ministry of information was not the best. It was agreed that 

thorough work will be put into it next time. 

Shared Responsibility: It helped with the coordination. However there is the need for improvement. 

Other Activities: challenges with Press Corp who felt sidelined and low IFEJ membership participation. 

The Way Forward: More engagement with the ministry on Pre-Budget public engagement and mid- year 

budget review. 
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Text Messages (Edited) 

ECONOMY  

Yao Benfi -Sunyani. I believe we need to sever The National Development Planning Committee from the Grip of 

Politicians and make it an independent authority. Start from develop of iron and steel and international. Aluminum 

and get into machine toll industry. From here we can do proper development. 

Joseph: I think the idea of having an all-inclusive non-partisan policy for our national development will be of a 

great benefit to us as a Nation.  

Godwin - Kotobabi: We need strong & positive policies not donations from cabinet.  

John Davis: The problem is not Labour remuneration overrun but that the government is simply not making 

enough money. Increase production and productivity in all revenue sectors.  

Enoch Davor Uds-Wa: Nice and beautiful budget though, but, The manner in which state funds allocated for 

projects got diffused in such a hierarchical order, is the dilemma to growth and development. 

Where is the structure plan of the budget? 

John Davis The problem is not Labour remuneration overrun but that the government is simply not making enough 

money. Increase production and productivity in all revenue sectors. It is the responsibility of government.  

John Davis: The 10% pay cut is laudable however workers are already sacrificing. It should not be a basis to 

demand greater sacrifice from them. Public office with its perks insulates them to a very high degree anyway. 

Yao Fiagbeto: We have exiting funds like get fund etc which are managed poorly what is the guarantee that 

infrastructure fund will not go the same way.   

EDUCATION 

Comfort Darbo – NSP: National Service personnel’s are @ work. We envisage we will get jobs after that so not to 

increase social vices in d country. * I'm afraid*    

233243592227:  Please I will like to know whether provision has been made for uttd be student who has complete 

training and were employ for 2yrs without allowance or salary we a  

233201398559: We will be grateful if Gov't MOH, GHS, NMCG, and training institutions could stop training 

certificate personnel and eliminate all certificates by organizing short term courses for already cert holders to 

acquire diploma and degrees. 

Kay Michael Kafui, Abor V/R: Content:  Please I will like to know whether provision has been made for teacher 

training student who have complete training and were employed for 2 years without allowance or salary. Please 

help us we are really suffering?  

I will want to know why there isn’t any form of “MATURE STUDENTS EXAMINATION” for allied sciences and health 

programs in our tertiary institutions. Thanks. 

That a pity to be a technician. Why are we not hearing anything on air about technical institutions, final exams and 

others, if I may ask? How can a country develop without technical skills? 

No mention about welfare of teacher. Why? Minister 
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Michael: Please Hon. Why is MOE not allowing health and engineering programs to be run by pre-university 

colleges?   

Dora – Abia: I am newly trained teacher, please I want to know the main aim of the cancellation of the trainees 

allowance and why only teachers and not nurses too. 

Francis Dorgah. Please I will like to know from the sector minister what are the plans to solve congestion in class 

rooms in some public schools in the country? Thanks. 

Pls Prof, kindly do something about the SHS graduate with grade D7 because most of these students are very 

intelligent but due 2 cut-off points of tertiary institution they don't have access 2 quality education. 

Please, minister why did government don't want to employ UTDBE student who pass their final exams into the 

teaching field? 

Ezekiel Asomani – Nsawam: Good morning I am pledging to the (GES) committee that they should forward it to the  

government that  they should help as those of as who are eager to be in SHS and because of financial problem we 

couldn't they should help as to be in SHS and meet our aim 

Please, I want the ministry of education to take a look again at the education curriculum to universities, because 

grade D and E are passes but restrict an individual from entering into universities and polytechnics? Again they 

should be on their toes with the national accreditation board and be specify with Ds n Es as passes 

233242221154: Are teachers motivation fee legal or compulsory 

233262989813: Please good day to you all. Please I want to ask the main reason why the Education Minister has 

cancelled D7 from SHS examinations .Why I am asking is that, when you went to deprive schools, some of the 

school children get only D7 in the examinations but GES will not allow him or her to proceed further into 

university. Please do something on it for us.   

Bular: Please ask the Education Minister whether she is aware that some SHS schools (for instance Sege Secondary 

Technical) even asked prospective students to buy two bags of cement last year?  

233248361920: Please do we have any law that prevents student from writing an exam (WASSCE) simply because 

he owns studies or school fees? 

233208382659: If I heard the Educ. Minister well, there are only two private Teacher Training Colleges. May I know 

the position of Jackson College of Education which has been accredited?  Would we rather prefer pupil teachers to 

trained teachers? 

233576234304: Why is the NDC government talking of quality education and still our BECE students have been 

failing completely. It’s clear that since they came into power 2008, there has not been any improvement in the 

BECE results, especially 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 results. So what quality are they talking about? 

Braimah - Sampa: Minister of education, I heard u saying the government provides school uniform n books for free, 

we are not enjoying it at Sampa, why?   

Latif – Tamale: I want to ask the Health Minister, why health interns are not given the 80percent of staff nurses' 

salary as agreed on? 
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233245911933: To the education minister. There are some senior high schools with much classroom blocks, but 

the government still helps in adding more while other schools have enough to even accommodate the students.   

233573914288: To the ministry of education, some schools are done with their registration. I want to know how 

they are going to get their moneys back now that they are to pay only GH₵15 

233244772397: Please I am from Kwadaso Agric college why is it that Government  has not pay students 

allowances meanwhile we did biometric long time. Thank You 

Nana Albert - Dzogadze-Akatsi: Hon. Minister for education, what punishment do you have for male teachers who 

used to abuse young girls sexually? 

Maa Akos - Accra: Government should see teachers in terms of increasing their salaries because of the chalk 

particles many of them are totally blind and many of them using spectacle .so they deserve salary increment. 

Thank you. 

Timothy - Volta Region: We are working in education sector for almost two years without salary, what are the 

minister and the ministry doing about those of us in that horrible situation?  

233243195204: Am a student  from Kwadaso agric college, is about 15 months now and student in level 200 of all 

the colleges  have not receive their allowance why? 

Seyram – Danfa: Sir the minister of education spoke about vocational training for our children the vocational 

section has being neglected by the government schools like ICCES schools in their PRACTICALS they collect machine 

fee to the extent of teachers taking cement fee to plaster classrooms floors if you don’t pay they will chase u for 

the money putting pressure on us for many things that a not in their list of items the minister do as he did to the s 

h s schools 

Razak – Salaga: To education ministry what is doing about the UTDBE graduates who are not absorbed by the GES 

even though they are professional teachers? 

Adingo - Bolga: I want to recommend government for taking off the allowances of teacher trainees to allow for 

more intakes. But my question is why I complete polytechnic and have to go to the university for a degree before 

am called a graduate. Something must be done.  

Opoku: Please I would like to find out from Hon. Prof. Naana Opoku, why an order has been given to the schools 

not to admit student with the 7 or D in any of the core subject. Isn't de grading cut point so high for students to get 

admission the de tertiary level? E.g. Someone may have all passes and with one D in any of the core subjects, does 

that mean that the person can’t get admission to further his or her education.  

Amaliba - Bolga: Why is it difficult for those who pursued education in accredited universities eg.UCC and UEW to 

be absorbed by G.E.S? 

Evans -Tema: Please when is the band on recruitment going to be lifted? There are schools that genuinely need 

peculiar subject teachers.  

Abu Sunseo Bernard - Nigeria:  Please the good old days of teacher training laid much emphasis on competence 

and quality that made other countries demand for their services. Today we have Graduate teachers of recent who 
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can’t communicate fluently to impart knowledge to their students. Sector minister and relevant agencies in charge 

of teacher training please emphasis quality.  

C.JJ. Nartey-Djorbuah: As our population grows and our district get busier and expands my vision is as a Ghanaian 

and very patriotic citizen I strongly believe that we need one university per a district to bridge the gap which 

currently holds us back in development and also the Jehovah witness churches should also be task to create an 

educational environment so that at least if the choose not to vote, they contribute to the development of their 

children through education because after all their wards also end up sometimes in high paid jobs in the country.  

HEALTH 

Henry - West Legon: I want to know why Private Health Assistants do not receive postings the way other 

colleagues from the government institutions do.  Please address this issue. 

Asare: It is very exciting for ruling out the allowances of the student nurses and the one of the teacher trainees. 

Thank you. 

Antony: School of hygiene graduates 2012 batch had their allowances cut 4rm Dec, 2012 and yet not posted. Why? 

Min of local government should refund those allowances because nurses and teacher trainees continue to take 

even after completion. Why are we being treated this way? Government has not attached any importance to 

Sanitation problems.    

Linda – Koforidua, ER: To the min of health, l want to know the entry requirements to community health certificate 

programme. Because l have aggregate 24, they refused take me. Their reason is l have a double slip and they have 

written in their forms that, they pick from 24-30. l don't know why? I have a double slip too but why double slip. 

Cony – Yendi: Please Hon. Minister when would the national ambulance service bill be passed because the 

ambulance service is a critical tool in maternal health and health delivery as a whole. Passing the bill affects or 

enhance it's budgeting. 

Francis –Obuasi: Why is it that when you go to hospital, drugs that is good to treat patient the will prescribe that 

drugs for you to go chemical store and buy it without using NHIS card for that drugs 

Mbawin Abdul Majeed - Garu- Tempane: I want the minister of education to say something about student’s loan to 

tertiary institutions  

Richard Dery, UDS, Wa Campus: My question is about the scraping off the allowances in the health school, could 

professor Akosa look at the other way also that is, in a situation where a person is having the zeal in becoming a 

nurse and due to financial difficulties were the allowance aid such a person to fulfil his dream and now it's been 

scrap off. What is the solution 4 de less privilege child? 

233236735723: I want to ask the health minister, why health interns are not given the 80percent of Staff nurses' 

salary as agreed on? 

Baah Clement – Sunyani: I support Prof’s ideal we need to expand the Chip Compound. The Nigeria government 

sent some people to study the operation of Chip Compound in the Upper West Region. They were support by UDS 

students in their research.  
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233247919640: Why is it that when you go to hospital, drugs that is good to treat patient the will prescribe that 

drugs for you to go chemical store and buy it without using NHIS card for that drugs. 

Kwame Esoun : What is your ministry doing for health assistant and community health nurses (certificate holders) 

to upgrade themselves 

233242509302: Madam Minister you talk of primary healthcare n u are mentioning building of hospital is that 

primary healthcare 

233540525167: We need upgrading in community health nursing program from certificate to diploma program. 

And those with certificate should do top up. Thanks. 

Araba Ackon - Shama, Western Region: Please, I want to know when the Shama district hospital which has been 

abandoned for about 6years will be completed. 

Honest- Madina: Scraping nurses’ allowance is not the best. It helps the poor a lot. The nursing field is very 

expensive.  

Kwaku - Kumasi: Please ask de Hon. minister of health that why is that degrees nurses are not absorbed by Ghana 

health service coz I completed 2011 UCC have applied but still nothing is heard though they say nurses of shortage   

Amos - Agbozume: This one goes to the minister of health. In most of CHP zones in Ketu South and Ketu North, the 

motor bicycle that carries the community health nurses has broken down. What is she doing about it since this is 

their major means of communication? 

+233269361818: Please, I am a blood donor who loves to donate to save other people’s lives but the blood centre 

is far from where I work. How are u solving this problem knowing that I can’t just walk away to work/home 

immediately after a donation? 

Ernest, Ho: Prof is only concerned about how much is paid to trainee nurses and how to scrub it off. Is he also 

aware of the enormous amount of money paid as admission fee to gain entry into the nurses training? Because he 

is rich he doesn't care. Poor people with good aggregates can't assess higher education in this country. Be 

objective please!  

233540562884: Please why don’t you consider business students in the nursing sector? 

233548076670: Please is the better Ghana agenda laptop made for teachers or student? Because teachers are 

making them their properties. 

233248919357 I want to Know from the education minister, the way forward for heath assistance clinical popularly 

known as Enrolled Nurses with certificate qualification to do a top-up at the universities to improve upon their 

experiences since most of these enrolled nurses are posted to the CHIP compound alone with little experience, 

since quality in the heath service is very important.  

George - Techiman BA: If Prof. Akosa thinks that scraping the allowance of teacher and nurse trainee allowance 

issue the best way to go, what would he say about the free utilities enjoyed by the executives and other 

government appointees including himself.  What then becomes of  the government bond binding trainees to serve 

for a minimum number of years after graduating?   
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233246820410: Why do doctors ask for folder before treating the patient when the person is dying, why not 

attend first to the patient 

We will be grateful if Gov't MOH, GHS, NMCG, and training institutions could stop training certificate personnel 

and eliminate all certificates by organizing short term courses for already cert holders to acquire diploma and 

degrees. 

Godwin - Kotobabi: We need strong & positive policies not Donations from Cabinet. 

Yesterday at the Sunyani regional hospital a doctor sent information that those of us in the queue should come 

back on Thursday. Secondly the front line persons those who direct persons around the hospital where busily 

watching TV and talking when you ask for information the way they answer you is as though they are there to 

watch TV and talk to friends and expect pay increase. It is unfortunate and the ministry must do something about 

this. 

C. Columbus – Navrongo: Why do the allowances in nursing training colleges always delay for 3 semesters before 

the release especially the Community Health Nursing Training Colleges .and can you please do about it. 

Ghansah - Sunyani: Please I want to know if our hon. Government has some salary increment for health workers. 

l think the financial challenges that the health sector is facing would be limited. Try it and if nothing is discovered, I 

will deem it an honor to submit my proposal. 

Penghwinda Saana: As a nutritionist I am touched by Prof. Akosa’s presentation. Yes, it is despicable the level of 

silence we give to nutrition in this country. In the wisdom of Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, Ghana's first president, he 

created a ministry of nutrition with the office at the presidency. This is in the recognition of the fact that, no 

country can develop with a malnutrition rate of more than 40% in children 5years, a more than 60% of its 

adolescent women being anemic. We need that ministry back to create the linkages and lead the policy 

formulation and implementation of nutrition programmes in the country. Please, madam minister of health, what 

is the percentage of the MOH budget allocation to nutrition? 

Am speaking from personal involvement if there is practical investigation into how money is embezzled in the 

ministry of health especially in the protocol unit, the financial challenges that the health sector is facing would be 

limited.try it and if nothing is discovered.  

Abdul Razak: Why do we have few doctors in our hospitals especially northern region? There is only one doctor 

serving in two or hospitals. Example: BIMBILLA HOSPITAL. Eric: I want to know why those completed catholic 

university college and obtained BSC Public health are not accepted in Ghana Health Service. 

Pls i will like to share my view on the building of the Chps zone. The Chps zone is not a referral point and they 

always refer cases to the big hospitals, so why not equip the big hospitals to prevent decongestion. For e.g. Tema 

general is the ONLY referral point in Tema and Ashaiman. The management started building a new maternity but 

work has ceased some years now due to lack of funds. I believe helping them build will help a lot or another 

hospital could be built as another referral point. 
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Ernest - Ho: Prof is only concerned about how much is paid to trainee nurses and how to scrub it off. Is he also 

aware of the enormous amount of money paid as admission fee to gain entry into the nurses training? Because he 

is rich he doesn't care. Poor people with good aggregates can't assess higher education in this country. Be 

objective please!  

There is a partnership between the ministry of health and better Ghana management services and beneficiaries 

under that have not been paid, why? 

Solomon: Students with D7 are not allowed into tertiary institutions which is a pass mark. 

Also, why do some months of newly recruited teachers cut off on their appointment letter by the Ashanti Regional 

Director of Education even when evidences are provided to him? I have had four months cut off for the reason that 

appointment starts from when he signs but not when the teacher was at post. 

George Akomis, Upper East: I want to find out from the sector minister of health the plans put in place to allow 

certificate holders in the health sector especially community health officers to b able to undergo courses for 

diploma and degrees without going back to use SHS certificates as it stands now. 

We should also try to put the citizenry at heart. We must try to let our children embrace the great song made in 

1936. A song the Great Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah had at heart. Through it he was able to raise the standards 

of Ghanaians to the level we are now enjoying. I only think it’s fair for us too to do same for generations to come. 

Yen Ara Asaase ne. God help Ghana, long live our Ghana. 

ROADS INFRASTRUCTURE 

Jake – Sunyani: What is the cause of the delayed on the Sunyani-chiraa road under construction?  

+233240632696: Where is the structure plan of the budget?  

Mark: Mr. Minister I will like to find out about Ho Hodzo road. Is that not part Ghana roads.  

+233203939248: Thinking of road congestion, can't our engineers design flyover on our existing roads as we have 

in China?  

Samuel Agana – Sampana: Can the ministry of energy and transport develop software that can always give a 

realistic transport fares whenever GNPC adjust price of fuel? 

+233243974877: Are there identifiable projects to be executed with the infrastructure fund?  

Eugene – Fielmuo: Please I want u to minister of road n height what he doing about Fielmuo to Tumu road n his 

people missed him. 

Fabiano - Fielmuo: Please I want to know from Hon. Minister what is happening to his home town road from 

Hamile through Fielmuo and Tumu  road?  

Matthew Berkye –Kenyasi: Please what have our president is doing about a pot holes road that link GOASO and the 

rural town TIPOKROM which all the farm yard crops especially COCOA Pass on before it reach their urban 

destination.    

+233201410323: Please what are you doing about Bogoso and Tarkwa road because we are suffering? 
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Superb budget but what is the ministry of finance doing about the Tarkwa/ Bogoso road could u please allow the 

miners to construct these roads because their heavy trucks contribute seriously to the poor road we have now 

very bad. Good government good budget. 

Ministers tell us what is on the ground dep min of roads 

David Wormadey - Ashaiman: I Want To Know About Ashaiman Road   

233201320313: Work on the Bolgatanga -Bawku road has come to a stand-still, please ask the Road Minister why?  

Dominic - Peki: The Asikuma to Hohoe potion of the Eastern Corridor road is simply not in progress. Most machines 

packed and most workers sacked .What is the problem?  

Dominic –Nsawam: Please the Nsawam to Kade road looks to be rejected, when will this be looked at?  

A.P: Please, remember Akatsi to Ziope road.  

Benedicta: What is the ministry doing about the Kadjebi-Hohoe road? 

Deriguba Daniel – Wa: Can you ask the Honourable Minister what his outfit is doing about the Jirapa - Babile road 

and the Tumu - Wa road in the Upper West region.   

Christian: Infact the road from be to Afegame in the Agortime/Ziope district is very bad the people in the area are 

suffering the mp and DCE should wake up to come 2 the aid of Apegame 

Please I want know that is there any plan to reduce over speeding, road accident and over loading and also 

construction of high ways or roads. 

I want to know a detail about the eastern corridor road. 

Please ask why town planners will not be employed. But developer planners been employed in the district 

assemble 

Dabie David p- Jaman North: Please tell the min.4 roads to have a monitoring team because most of the 

contractors are doing shoddy work most especially Adom who is working on the Jaman north road. He s disgracing 

the local contractors. 

Mr. Takie just tell them urban planning is important then development planning being used to develop our 

MMDA's  

Jake – Sunyani: What is the cause of the delay on the Sunyani Chiraa road under construction? 

Dabie David Jaman North. Please tell the Minister of Roads to have a monitoring team because most of the 

contractors are doing shoddy work most especially Adom Constructors who is working on the Jaman North road. 

He is disgracing the local contractors.  

Thinking of road congestion can’t our engineers design flyover on our existing roads as we have in China. 

Daniel Deriguba: Can you ask the Hon. Minister what his outfit is doing about the Jirapa-Babile road and the Tumu- 

Wa road in the Upper West Region 

Matilda – Kintampo Krabonso: At Krabonso we have road problems there are no gutters on the road and even 

commercial drivers who ply the road are tired so please help us. Thank You. 
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Philip. My question goes to the Minister for road and industries, I want know what they doing About Nankpanduri 

to Bunkpurugu road is part of Ghana 

Agnes: There is a dangerous     bumpy sport in the      curve      between Tefle Kpotame and Vume. Please do 

something about it urgently-before the National Farmers Day.     

Edem-  Hohoe: All my appreciation to u especially Hon. but what about the finishing of the corridor road in North 

V/R. Please we are dying. 

 Abiru Isaac- Accra: Ghanaians wants quality work done not awarding contract to local contractors for anyhow 

work done like Adom being work on Ntotroso to Sunyani road (big pot holes). 

Please I would like to emphasis that the 3 northern regions are being deprived in terms of road. So please Minister 

do something. 

If Bawku-Bolga road do not construct before 2016 no politician should come to Bawku for campaign especially the 

current mp. 

Ntisem Tingnan - Ejura: I wonder whether Ghana is only Accra and Kumasi. What's the government doing about 

small villages like Congo and Atta-Akura No.2 where foods and other agricultural products are coming to the cities 

in terms of road infrastructure? 

Matt Kwame - Ho: May I please know de exact starting and end points of de much talk about Eastern corridor 

road?  

Majeed - Bawku: What is the government doing about the Bolga Bawku road and why is the President delaying of 

the appointment of Bawku MCE because the year is ending without MCE for the town .This question goes to Hon. 

Ayariga.   

Ken -Suhum: Pls. What is happening to the nsawam -apedwa junction road?   

233246217143 What is the cause of the delay of the Kansawerodo, Anaji road at Takoradi 

Peter Henry: It is very good to have Ghanaian road contractors to build up our roads, but it should come with laws, 

and I surges, that if we get any problems with the roads in a few times there certificate will be taken from them 

and they can’t work in the country again please. 

Tewfiq Ademu: Is the budget covering poor people on the streets? I cry for mother Ghana 

Prince Abel Anaba: I think infrastructure is very vital for our economy however we are straddled with bad road 

network. What is happening to the Eastern corridor road? Is there no time bound for completions what is 

happening. The government must focus on this. 

Peter Henry: It is very good to have Ghanaian road contractors to build up our roads, but it should come with laws, 

and I surges, that if we get any problems with the roads in a few times there certificate will be taken from them 

and they can’t work in the country again please. 

 Please I want know that is there any plan to reduce over speeding, road accident and over loading, and also 

construction of high ways or roads.  
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233248209192 Please ask the Road n highway minister about the construction of the road from Afransi to Ankamo 

junction C/R. That road has taken almost fives why?    

ENERGY 

Andy – Tema: I disagree with the Minister on the comparison of candle and generators issue... A government's 

duty is to better de life of its citizenry. Boys abr3. 

Nana Akoto Kufuor – Kumasi: I am very impressed with the contribution of Dr Wereko Brobby. Let the nation tap 

his vast experience. 

PR. S Y Agboado: I very much appreciate Dr. Wireko Brobbey's talk on energy. I think we need to sacrifice a little to 

make giant gain tomorrow, and we must acts more than talking too much. Also our engineers should put down 

their suits, put on overalls and we will be like Korea. Thank u. 

Edward – Spintex: Please I would like to know if there plans to favor the next generation in the next 50yrs to come 

in terms of the maximum usage rate of our natural resource at present. 

Reginalds – Wa: Please what is the roads minister doing about Jirapa to Nandom road & Babile to Hamile road? 

Chris - Akosombo: Please why do you, my mentor, Dr. Brobbe choose to go political instead of nationalistic with all 

these ideals?  

+233271994170: How can Western region benefit from Oil while by employment are made in Accra 

Baba Yaro – Nyinahin: Please Hon. minister when will Nyinahin bauxite operations begin, because it will generate 

income and create employment? 

+233548811771: Please I want to find out why is the government is only forcing ECG and not looking at areas like 

solar systems which could as well reduce electricity crises and also minimize the waste of natural resource.  

A. Kotei: Good morning, in the Act 462 one of the functions of our local Government is in consultation with ECG 

supply Electricity to the people in each district. Do we have plans of Decentralizing Power Supply? 

Mahacud Campus –Tamale: Mr. host i want u to ask the deputy energy minister that; What assurance can he give 

Ghanaians especially we the people of north that there will not be load schedule this year as we approach the heat 

season. 

Hon. Baba Yaro Nyinahin- Ashanti:  In fact, we have people with rich knowledge in economy yet still our economy 

is deteriorating, why? Pls tell Dr. Wireku Brobbe to answer my question for me thank you. 

How can we avoid "dumso dumso" 

George Adu -  Bechem: Tell Ghanaians more about the aluminum industries since that is the area that can propel 

Ghana to a higher level in development that is from bauxite to alumina then to a vast aluminum products   

Kofi Osei - Agona-Jamasi: Why should I pay for new Electricity Meter, whilst the company is using to render service 

and get money?  

What is the next avenue for unemployment by the government since the budget was silent on it. More students 

will graduate and thousand will finish national service without gaining employment. 
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Nana Albert - Dzogadze-Akatsi: Everybody in Ghana used to express his passionate feelings about what the late Dr. 

Kwame Nkruma had done to us, my question is that, what legacy can you leave as energy expert or a leader for the 

future generations.  

233249762732: You must create to supply. If power must be demanded, Ghanaians must hold to create the power 

by paying the price. Demand and supply goes with creation. 

Kofi Osei - Agona-Jamasi: Why should I pay for new electricity meter whilst the company is using to render service 

and get money? 

AGRIC 

Edem - Osu:  Please ask dep. minister why are they creating 2 new markets whiles we have Agbogbloshi yam 

market and buffer stock company is it a waste of resources?  

Koka Horla Prince: Please why are students from agriculture colleges not given employment as compared to nurses 

and teachers college yet we always complain of lack of extension officers. Please something should be done about 

this in order to attract the youth into agriculture sector. Thanks 

Ahmed - Ejura: So where all these experienced people before the budget was drawn. Why can’t we celebrate with 

all these experience people before the budget is drawn? Why can’t we do away with politics after politics? We 

want these sector discursions to take place before the budget is drawn so we can have a meaningful economy. 

Leaders please take us serious in Ghana.  

Iddrisu Takora ISD - Sawla: Is government considering a guarantee price for maize which is a staple food even for 

the cocoa farmer who have always enjoyed this over the years. What about the shear industry  

Hussian: What are you doing about farmers who rearing grass-cutter 

Seidu Misbawu: Please honorable minister for agriculture. In fact it sudden my heart when you see SADA tractors 

been packed at a contractor’s house instead those who actually do farming. If appropriate analysis is not done 

SADA will fail. 

Andrew Limantol - Mion: Beautiful delivery from my MP for Mion and Dep. Minister Agric, Dr. Yakubu. But please, 

please, please let walk the talk. I am a PhD student but ready to go completely into Agric if politicians will walk 

their plenty talks and give the youth the enabling environment. Let have access to tractors or facilitate access and 

other equipment talk about and you will see youth actively in Agric.  

Alhassan kambala: Hon. Haruna Iddrisu speaks very well more especially talking about the irrigation in the 

3northern regions.   I want to appeal to the minister to look at the river DaKar (kulkpeni) under Yendi district? 

Good morning, our leaders always advice the youth to engage themselves into agricultural especially farming, but 

here is the case if you compare the price of the Obroma Cacao to that of a salary of a minister there is vast 

difference, due to this we the youth are not seeing any importance on agriculture. So please do something about 

it. 

Dziekpor Bright – Ho: I think student 4rm the agriculture colleges should be provided job into the length and 

breadth of country to expand agriculture production. 
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Edem: Please ask the minister what is been done to the collapsed Agbate-Peki farms.  

Adjornor Innocent: This year most tomato farmers had good harvest but no market, what is new the budget to add 

value tomato to prevent post-harvest lost?  

How about small holder policy and land acquisition? Please address these. Sorry I joined in late 

Chris-Korle- Bu: May I please know governments position on GMO foods.  

Tony: Mr. Facilitator. The programme is excellent. Let the agric and trade sectors look at the idle agro processing 

factories in Nsawam Wenchi and Pwalugu and assist them even though they are privately owned. Zorty Baba - 

Sukura Loso Park: Why in Ghana we don't have the same price on Chocolate and Milo when you go around the 

country. 

233244595608: Please about the tractors i think it should be based on the quality that can be efficient 

 Mr. Appiadu – Aframplans: I have big land and I am farming rice, yam and maize. Can I get help? Mr. Minister. 

Please! 

Agbah   Bismark: So   those   who   have  big   farm   like   three acre  and  you  don't  have  money  can  the 

government  help  you.    

Yao Fiagbeto: Please Hon. for agriculture is the north only area for mechanized farming? In the Akatsi South 

constituency, cassava is yearly celebrated but no processing or industry is built to create jobs for youth and 

unemployed. WHY? 

233248123915: Why is water the necessity of life and sustenance of agric and health is not given enough attention 

to extent that we cannot boast of sufficient regular 

Yao Fiagbeto: Please Hon. for agriculture is the north the only area for mechanized farming? In the Akatsi South 

constituency, cassava is yearly celebrated but no processing or industry is created WHY? Is the said constituency 

also targeted for mechanized farming?   

Nicholas Effedambe - Techman: What is   government doing about numerous Yam farmers in the  north even more 

than  rice farmers and no  attention is given them , interns of exporting Yams either semi finish or finished 

products. 

TRADE  

Hon. Haruna Iddrissu mentioned that the government wants to collaborate with Turkey for tractor assembly in GH. 

Why can't we engage the agric engineering dept at KNUST to develop and commercialize machines for local use 

and export within the sub-region? 

Kobby: There should always be a strong public debate before a national budget do we have an agenda as a nation 

at all with respect to poultry, humans are seriously competing with poultry for feed so statements of intent is not 

enough but action remains the only key. 

Mahamud Baba Campus, Tamale. Mr. host I want u to ask the trade minister tell Ghanaians why is it that the cost 

of duty for shipping for goods into the country is too high, sometimes they charge monies more than the cost of 

the goods u are bringing into the country. 
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Attitudinal change in consumption can be stimulated by government if they know how 

Nana Adjei Darko - JAD Group: This is a very nice discussion. The two ministers are doing well. My problem is, how 

practical can these sweet talks reflect in the lives of our agric and trade sector. They should be mindful that 

Ghanaians are sensitive n they are watching. 

Hon. Haruna Iddrisu, Why don’t you spread the $100,000 export loan to cover as many from a region than limit it 

to only one exporter per region? 

233549788445: I will like to know from them the minister what happens to the metasip document in the Budget. 

Any consideration for the Shea Industry 

What is the Hon min doing to ensure that industries are established for locally produced crops to feed especially in 

the production of beer from sorghum and cassava and textiles from cotton?  

Concerning the need for Ghanaians to patronize made in  Ghana products, the Hon Min should hold meetings with 

the AGIs to analyses the causes of high cost of production especially electricity, water, transportation, labour and 

taxes.  

Amama - Temale: More importantly, the ministry of trade should embark on massive nationwide education on the 

benefits of consuming made in Ghana product assuring the citizenry of quality standards comparable to those from 

outside. Thank u   

Makafui - Accra: How can we prevent the sale of arable lands to estate developers?   

Zakaria: It is not that government is no well, most of things that have made for people go to the wrong hands. 

SAWAIDU SPARTULA - Daboya: The Daboya smocks should be considered by ministry of trade and industry as it is 

the best attire that displays peoples’ identity as true Africans. We seriously need support from the trade and 

industry ministry. What is government doing about the smocks industry?  

Edmond Agbenyega - Dansoman: Sometimes it is not that we do not want to consume made in Ghana goods, it is 

because some of the products are below standard. For instance you buy a made in Ghana product, use it for three 

days and you can't use it again. Ghanaian producers should add value and we would buy them. 

OTHERS  

Hillarius: Kudos to IFEJ n the Government of Ghana for organizing this programme, it will make us understand the 

budget better. Hearing it at the parliament was like MPs having a comedy show.    

Musah - Sunyani: When will Ghana Immigration Service call their applicants? 

233544175045 Please if minister of defense comes, kindly ask him what has kept the   training of 2013 ghana 

national fire service long 

Hector Frimpong: I think we should give the government time to work.  

Kwame Francis: MMDE should draw their budgets before funds are given out to them and properly evaluated 

before next funds are given out. Again all Public CEOs should stay in office base on their performance 

233246692746 What is the next avenue for unemployment by the government since the budget was silent on it. 

More students will graduate and thousand will finish national service without gaining employment. 
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Bravo IFEJ I see lots of opportunities here in Ghana so let government. Be sincere in its effort to tackling the 

numerous challenges this budget enumerate.  

George – Sunyani: Good morning Ghana, am listening to your analysis, but my problem on Ghanaian leaders is 

that, they don't help we the youth. They deal with issue on book, but not putting them on the practical plan form, 

why? This is my problem. Thank you. 

Dr. Mutiu: What they say is what they want because those who live in glass house do not throw stones.  

 

 


